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1. Introduction

September 2018, Ausländerbehörde1

When Rosa and I arrive, Rosa’s partner has been standing in line outside the build-

ing for over four hours. He came, with hundreds of other people, at the break of

dawn in order to make sure that we would be seen today. Rosa is six months preg-

nant and has been living in illegality for about 18 months. Because of her advanced

pregnancy, she can apply for a Duldung2, a ‘toleration’ that will protect her from

deportation for up to three months after the birth of her baby. When we are finally

allowed to enter the building – Rosa, with her big belly, having to literally squeeze

between a fence, themass of people waiting and the unfriendly doorman – all three

of us are, naturally, nervous. The couple has asked me (as a member of a migrant

women’s association) to translate and ‘mediate’ with the authorities on this sensi-

tive occasion. I am wearing my most formal clothes. Appearance matters. We have

been through the required documents several times and there should, in fact, be

no reason for the authorities to deny Rosa aDuldung. However, because her right to

be ‘tolerated’ descends only from the state of progress of her pregnancy, just some

days ago contacting the Foreigners Office would almost definitely have put Rosa on

a one-way street to deportation. Unease prevails as there is so much at stake.

To our great relief, everything goes well. A couple of hours after entering it,

we leave the building with the provisional document in our hands. In exchange,

the Foreigners Office kept Rosa’s passport. Today is just the beginning. Until the

birth of their baby, in less than three months, many more offices and many more

forms await Rosa and her partner: Applying for social benefits in accordance with

1 In Germany, theAusländerbehörde is the office responsible for enforcing asylumand residence

laws, it issues residence permits and other documents. It is officially translated as “Foreign-

ers Office”, or “Foreigners Registration Office”, although “Immigration Office” would be more

accurate.

2 A Duldung does not entitle its possessor to residence, just the temporary suspension of de-

portation (vorübergehende Aussetzung der Abschiebung). The Duldung that can be granted to

pregnant women lasts at least as long as the period of legal maternity protection (Mutter-

schutz): from eight weeks before the birth until twelve weeks after it. In some German cities,

including Berlin, the duration of the Duldung in case of pregnancy has been extended from

three months before the birth to three months after it.
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the AsylbLG3, obtaining health insurance, declaring the baby’s paternity, looking

for a hospital where she can give birth and, of course, all the other things that keep

future parents busy.

Despite the difficult circumstances, Rosa’s ‘luck’ is that her partner is a Spanish

national, and therefore their baby, too, can be a Spanish citizen. And because her

baby will have EU citizenship, after her/his birth Rosa will be able to apply for a

residence permit. The Duldung is – for Rosa – a first, provisional step on the way

to legal residence. Not all pregnant women without legal status have this option:

for those whose babies have no right to German, or any form of European, citizen-

ship, the protection period ends when theirDuldung expires. After that, they can be

forced by the authorities to leave the country, and/or decide to go ‘undercover’ again

(see also Castañeda 2008). Our visit to the Foreigners Office exemplifies both the

effects of migration laws ‘in practice’, and the hurdles and emotional pressure mi-

grant women living in illegality sometimes have to face. It also gives us an insight

into German migration laws and – absolutely central to this work – into the tight

link between intimate relationships and illegality that underlies it. As Annett Fleis-

cher has highlighted, “Germany has steadily tightened its criteria for entry and

residency down to the moral and ethical cores of German society: asylum, mar-

riage and family” (2011: 5). This observation has become even more accurate since

the ‘summer of migration’ in 2015 (also known as the ‘refugee crisis’), in which

period Germany has granted refugees status or other kinds of legal protection to

around one million people, especially from Syria (thus proving far more welcoming

to those escaping war regions than other EU countries).4 However, this (relative)

openness to asylum seekers goes hand in hand with a restrictive attitude to eco-

nomic and labour migration, evident in the fact that the German labour market –

except for the so-called Mangelberufe, essential jobs for which national work force

does not suffice – is closed to less educated migrants. Moreover, unlike other EU

countries, such as Italy and Spain, Germany firmly refuses to allow employment-

based ex-post regularisation for migrants who have previously lived in illegality.

For the vast majority of migrants – i.e. for those who have no chance of asylum

and are not highly-skilled – family reunification through “marriage and family”

represents both the only legal route into the country and the only grounds for reg-

ularisation. The fact that migrants living in illegality can only legalise their status

3 Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz, the law regulating provisions for asylum seekers, migrants with

a Duldung and, at least on paper, migrants without legal status. This last group remains, in

practice, excluded from the provisions because of the associated risk of being reported to the

migration authorities.

4 Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (2019): Asyl in Zahlen. Online: http://www.

bamf.de/DE/Infothek/Statistiken/Asylzahlen/AktuelleZahlen/aktuelle-zahlen-asyl-node.

html (last access: 25.06.2019).
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through marriage5 or parenthood – which I read as institutionalised expressions

of intimate relationships – is crucial to my research.

In Rosa’s case, the latter option may be her entrance ticket for permanent resi-

dence in Germany. And in her story, the link between intimacy and illegality again

appears when – before the birth, on the advice of a social worker – the couple con-

tacts a notary in order to declare the baby’s paternity.The formal acknowledgment

of paternity (Vaterschaftsanerkennung) is a procedure very widely followed by unmar-

ried couples, irrespective of their residence status. In Rosa’s case, it will simplify

the bureaucratic process of applying for her baby’s Spanish nationality and, sub-

sequently, for her residence permit. Rosa and her partner contact several notaries

and all respond in the same way: Given Rosa’s illegal status, they will only deal with

the Vaterschaftsanerkennung if the couple can give them the results of a DNA test

that proves that Rosa’s partner is her baby’s father. When the couple calls and tells

me this, I try to conceal my surprise and confusion. What strikes me most is this

blatant discrimination against a particular category of expectant mother, on the

grounds of their legal status (see also Heinemann and Lemke 2013). I also won-

der how this requirement squares with the principle of ‘social paternity’,6 which I

have so often heard described as underlying German family law, and which is in-

tended to protect children to the greatest possible extent. I do some research and

discover that a new law7 was approved in the summer of 2017, in an attempt to

prevent the abuse of paternity acknowledgment for residence aims. Under the new

law, if the conditions appear ‘suspicious’ to the authority or the person in charge

of certifying the paternity (e.g. a notary), the procedure must be suspended and

forwarded to the Foreigners Office, which carries out an investigation, and then

makes the final decision. ‘Suspicious’ factors include the imminent deportation of

one of the declaring parents, an asylum request that stands little chance of accep-

tance, the perception that the people involved are not actually close. The existence

of this new law was probably why no notary would proceed with a declaration of

paternity without seeing the results of a DNA test. The official at the Youth Of-

fice (Jugendamt), where Rosa and her partner finally sign the paternity acknowl-

5 In June 2017, same-sex marriage has been introduced in Germany. Until then, same-sex cou-

ple could register in a civil partnership (eingetragene gleichgeschlechtliche Lebenspartner-

schaften), which, for the sake of family reunification, was almost equivalent to the hetero-

sexual marriage.

6 Paternity is regulated in the German Civil Codex (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, BGB, §1592). Since a

reform in 1998, aimed at expanding the rights of singlemothers and their children, paternity

acknowledgement can take place through a joint declaration of the father and the mother

of the child. In this way, the law explicitly defines parenthood not in terms of biological re-

latedness but rather as a social relation.

7 Prohibition of abusive paternity recognition (Verbot der missbräuchlichen Anerkennung der Va-

terschaft, § 1597a BGB).
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edgment, does not, however, doubt the ‘truth’ of their relationship, despite Rosa’s

uncertain legal status. She recognises that the couple have been registered at the

same address for some months, that their age difference is not great, and that the

partner has demonstrated his willingness to cooperate, and his affection for Rosa.

This issue of paternity again reveals the entanglement between intimacy and il-

legality. In particular, it sheds light on the implicit model of family and partnership

that informs the German migration regime. First, the law on paternity acknowl-

edgment makes the biological tie between father and child central, establishing a

‘double standard’ for migrants and native citizens.The latter, in fact, do not have to

provide any proof of biological relatedness: For them, paternity is recognised as a

social relation. Furthermore, the grounds upon which the official said she was bas-

ing her acceptance of Rosa’s partner’s paternity acknowledgement all play into the

normative ideals on intimate relationships that underlie migration legislation and

their enforcement by public officials (a ‘true’ couple is supposed to live together, be

‘reasonably’ close in age, and publicly demonstrate affection for each other).

1.1 Intimacy and illegality: an entanglement

The entanglement between intimacy and illegality recurs often in Rosa’s story, and

is central to the experiences of all migrants in her condition. The multiple facets

of this entanglement, as well as the different ways of experiencing, managing and

negotiating it, will be revealed in this work, through the stories of my research

participants. In order to clarify the context in which the stories of my participants

took place, I would now like to point out what I consider to be the latent tension in

the entanglement between illegality and intimacy. I will therefore briefly refer to

previous studies on social relationships in illegality, and – by considering intimate

relationships as a particular kind of social relationship – ‘adapt’ some elements

from these studies to my research.

Previous literature on migrants without legal status has underlined how their

everyday lives and social worlds are often marred by mistrust and fear, even – or

sometimes especially – within their own ‘community’ (Huschke 2013; Mahler 1995;

McIllwaine 2015). In a study focusing on the U.K., Nando Sigona highlights the

inner tension experienced by migrants: on the one hand, the risk of being stigma-

tised for their illegality, or, in extreme cases, reported to the migration authorities

(Sigona 2012). On the other hand, the necessity of building a network of friends,

acquaintances, employers as a crucial element of their survival strategy in illegal-

ity. Migrants are therefore caught in this ambivalence and react to it in different

ways, ranging from closing themselves to the outside world, to limiting contacts to

a superficial level and developing a habit of secrets and lies. The tension described

by Sigona probably manifests wherever migrants have to live without legal status,
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since it is rooted in common features of illegality. In Germany, however, as a re-

sult of the limited legalisation possibilities (marriage or parenthood) mentioned

above, this tension is, I believe, even more pronounced, and is particularly evident

in intimate relationships. On the one hand, there is reason to believe that the fear,

uncertainty and mistrust that characterise a variety of social relationships of mi-

grants living in illegality are also operative – indeed, possibly, to an even greater

extent – in their closest and most intimate relationships. It seems likely that fear

andmistrust profoundly affect the establishment andmaintenance of intimate ties,

and how migrants living in illegality understand, experience and manage intimate

relationships. On the other hand, these intimate relationships – in their legally

protected forms of marriage and parenthood – represent people’s only way out of

illegality and therefore assume tremendous importance in the everyday lives and

future plans of migrants without legal status. Intimate relationships can win mi-

grants a ticket to legalisation. Or, precisely because of their potential, exacerbate

their dependence and vulnerability.

Until now, several facets of this issue have been almost completely ignored.

In Germany, the public and media debate on the topic has been largely reduced

to the ways marriage and parenthood can be (mis)used for legalisation aims. The

so-called Schein- or Imbiss-Väter8 have received extensive media coverage over the

last decade or more, peaking in 2017,9 when the above-mentioned changes to the

law on paternity acknowledgment were made. Nor are the so-called Scheinehen10

(sham marriages) new to the public and media debate, and in the aftermath of the

so-called ‘Summer of migration’ in 2015 they, too, were subject to intense media

attention. Furthermore, as Miriam Gutekunst (2018) accurately describes, the con-

struct Scheinehe (sham marriage) – in contrast to the schützenswerte Ehe (marriage

worth of protection) – is a key decision-making category for the migration author-

ities. Unlike in other countries, in Germany media and public interest in the issues

of (mis)use of marriage and parenthood for legalisation aims has not been followed

by much academic research. Although it would be both inaccurate and unwise to

claim that these cases do not exist – indeed, I encountered incidents of this kind

in my own research – they are just one aspect of a much more complex issue. To

focus solely on them is to present a limited and reductionist view of the subject.

In fact, I argue that the link between intimacy and illegality is extremely tangled,

8 Imbiss-Väter is a derogatory term that refers to the practice of recruiting unemployed and/or

homeless German men to make false paternity claims in exchange for money.

9 Mai, Marina (08.06.2017): Das Geschäft mit dem Kind. Aufenthaltstitel gegen Geld: Viele

geflüchtete Frauen bezahlen deutsche Männer für die Anerkennung von Vaterschaften. In:

Taz. Online: http://archive.is/S2ZUO(last access: 27.03.2019).

10 Wiedemann, Carolin (23.10.2012): Der Trau-Schein. In: Der Spiegel. Online: http://archive.is/

Nxapk (last access: 23.03.2019).
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and involves far more than the (mis)use of marriage and parenthood for legalisa-

tion reasons. As my empirical chapter reveals, using examples from the cases that I

analyse, this entanglement involves people’s struggles and negotiations with their

ideals and (unfulfilled) wishes; power dynamics between individuals and between

individuals and support groups; vulnerability and dependence, and life-changing

decisions.

This research is grounded primarily in two strands of the literature. The first

consists largely of that on illegality, including empirically-grounded contributions

that shed light on the everyday lives, hurdles and struggles of migrants without

legal status, both in Germany and in other countries (Alt 2003; Anderson 2003;

Cyrus and Kovacheva 2010; Huschke 2013; Mylius 2016; Vogel 2015). The second in-

vestigates state regulations and policies controlling migrants’ intimate/family lives

(Block 2016; Bonjour and de Hart 2013; D’Aoust 2014; Eggebø 2012; Gutekunst 2018;

Scheel 2017a; Wray 2006). Here I refer in particular to studies focusing on family

reunification, ‘marriage migration’, and the historical continuities in the state reg-

ulation of the intimate lives of both citizens and migrants. With this book, I aim

to extend and enrich these two strands by using the concept of intimacy to build a

bridge between them. In Germany, studies on illegality have concentrated almost

exclusively on the ‘material difficulties’ encountered by migrants without legal sta-

tus (the contributions of Schwenken 2006 and Wilcke 2018, who researched the

political activism of these migrants, are an important exception). Most of the stud-

ies focus on migrants’ access to health care, housing and education, and on their

employment situations. Other, in my view equally important, aspects of a life in il-

legality have so far mostly been ignored. Inspired by anthropologist Sarah Willen’s

statement that illegality should be understood as an all-encompassing “mode of be-

ing-in-the-world” (Willen 2007), my aim has been to broaden the research on life

experiences in illegality to include intimate relationships, uponwhich I concentrate

in this work. Meanwhile, the second literature strand that I analysed, investigating

the link between state policies and the family focuses on legal migration as an ob-

ject of state regulation, and only examines the forms of intimate relationship that

are relevant to migration or family reunification. As I explain in the next section,

I have taken a broader view of the topic, and also consider intimate relationships

other than marriage or parenthood.

1.2 Researching intimate relationships in illegality

As the stories of the research participants reveal, the interlocking of intimacy and

illegality influences amultiplicity of aspects and awide spectrumof relationships in

the life experiences of those involved, from love relationships to friendships, par-

ent-child bonds and relationships with supporters and employers. For migrants
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without legal status, these different kinds of intimate relationship are indispens-

able – whether for finding a job, or accommodation, or accessing support. In other

words, they are essential for survival in illegality. In Germany, moreover – should

they be institutionalised in marriage and parenthood –, they can open the way to

possible regularisation. This gives rise to situations in which people whose illegal

status makes them especially vulnerable become highly dependent on (intimate)

others, both in their everyday lives, and in terms of their future prospects. The

power inequality inherent in these situations can, inevitably, necessitate difficult

negotiations, and even lead to abuse and violence.

My interest lies in understanding how intimacy is ‘done’ in the context of ille-

gality. I do this by reconstructing and discussing the experiences of the migrant

women whom I met during my fieldwork in a metropolitan city in Germany.11 By

‘doing intimacy’ I mean – in the constructivist tradition of ‘doing gender’ or ‘do-

ing family’ – the fact that intimacy is an ongoing accomplishment, resulting from

a performative activity embedded in everyday interaction (Herzt 2006; West and

Fenstermaker 1995; West and Zimmerman 1987, 2009). My use of the term ‘doing

intimacy’ is intended to underline the fact that I did not begin my research with

any static, prefabricated definition of intimacy in mind. And nor did I assume that

everyone’s life includes an intimate relationship, or have any preconceived ideas of

what form(s) such relationships can take. On the contrary, my intention is to show

how intimacy is actively constructed –whether by state authorities, as a normative

ideal, or by the research participants, in their lives. By focusing on the construction

of intimacy, I believe it is possible to take different types – and intensities – of re-

lationship into account, and thus also to provide a more comprehensive picture of

the research participants’ complex, diverse experiences. Furthermore, scrutinizing

the conditions under which intimacy is ‘done’ allows one to look critically at the

German migration regime from a very specific and innovative perspective. In my

research, I investigate the multiple, ambivalent connections between intimacy and

illegality, adopting a critical feminist perspective that understands intimacy as a

lens to analyse power relationships. I am seeking an answer to the following re-

search question: What is the meaning and function of intimate relationships in

illegality?

Through my contribution I aim to open up two new perspectives on this sub-

ject. The first entails a wider angle in its approach to the topic, and takes the ex-

periences and views of the migrants themselves as its starting point, rather than

focusing solely on their ‘legalisation strategies’. At the centre of the research inter-

est lie questions such as:What does the interlocking of illegality and intimacymean

for migrants without legal status? How is it experienced, negotiated, accepted or

11 In order tobetter protectmy researchparticipants, thenameof the city has beenanonymised.
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rejected by them? How does it affect their existing, and future, intimate relation-

ships? By thus extending the scope of investigation, I capture dynamics and forms

of entanglement between intimacy and illegality that go beyond ‘legalisation strate-

gies’ and would have otherwise remained invisible, had the latter alone been used

as my selection criterion. I avoid any normative evaluation of intimate ties, includ-

ing the question of whether or not particular relationships involve ‘real’ or ‘true’

love or marriage. The second new angle adopts the analytical lens of intimacy (de-

fined in accordance with Viviana Zelizer’s (2005) theorisation of intimacy as being

determined by particularised knowledge, attention provided and (various degree

of) trust). This conceptualisation of intimacy allows for the inclusion of a broad

range of relationships, beyond the arena of love, sexual closeness, and/or affection.

In the context of my research, it implies that I do not investigate only the socially

recognised and institutionalised forms of intimacy such as marriage and parent-

hood, but many other intimate ties that go beyond these ‘traditional’ forms and are

potentially equally significant in the context of illegality. By adopting this broader

definition of intimacy, I avoid reproducing the institutional criteria that lie behind

any formal definition of a family in (migration) law and remain open to the pos-

sibility of inductively investigating the plurality of relationships that matter to my

research participants.

1.3 Overview of the book

This research project is based on qualitative empirical research and inspired by the

principles of feminist methodology and epistemology (Lykke 2010). The research

material consists of biographical-narrative interviews (Rosenthal 2011) with 13 mi-

grant women from South America – who were living in illegality at the time of the

interview, or had previously done so –, and ethnographic material collected over

almost five years.The material was analysed using an interpretive process inspired

by narrative analysis (Riessman 2008), which was developed with the intention

of keeping the participants’ stories ‘intact’. Throughout the book, the stories are

presented separately in the form of cases, and then brought into dialogue on spe-

cific themes. I examined the material through an intersectional lens, and carefully

considered the question of power and the reproduction of inequalities, aspects to

which critical feminist research has historically paid particular attention.This per-

spective opened up a more theoretically oriented reading of the research material,

which expands the cased-based discussion of the results.

This book is structured in eight chapters. In Chapter 2, I present the first liter-

ature strand that I engage with – on illegality – by discussing research carried out

both in Germany and elsewhere. First, I present theoretical and historical consid-

erations on (the construction of) illegality, its origin and function (De Genova 2013;
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Düvell 2011) – focusing in particular on the German context. In order to ‘set the

scene’ for my work and provide the reader with some necessary information about

the framework of my research, I then describe the German migration regime and

its historical development (Karakayali and Tsianos 2002). I show how state laws

and policies define what constitute legitimate reasons for legally residing in the

country, thereby de facto constructing legality and illegality. The fact that legalisa-

tion through family reunification is often the only option for migrants living in

illegality is also dealt with. In the last part of the chapter, I briefly refer to further

research that sheds light on the experiences of my research participants – such as

that on everyday life in illegality (Huschke 2013; Wilcke 2018) and on domestic work

and transnational motherhood (Lutz 2011). I then position my research in relation

to the existing literature and highlight how, up to now, intimate relationships in

illegality have been undertheorised.

Chapter 3 further develops the conceptual and contextual framework of this

work by critically discussing the literature on the links between migration, family

and the state. First, I reveal the historical continuities of state control of intimate

relationships, particularly those that can influence migration opportunities, thus

demonstrating that the phenomenon is by nomeans new (Kofman et al. 2011; Stoler

2001; vanWalsum 2011). Focusing on current legislation on familymigration/reuni-

fication in Europe and in Germany, I then underline how the state regulates and

disciplines migration – referring to both gendered understandings of the migrant

family and “technologies of love” (D’Aoust 2013b). This regulation is based on nor-

mative, historical, nationally specific ideals of what constitutes a ‘real’ marriage,

a ‘real’ family or ‘real’ love which are, themselves, heavily influenced by what I call

‘the romantic narrative’. These conceptions are often shared and reproduced by

the research participants and they also – crucially – inform the practice of mi-

gration authorities. As Rosa’s story at the beginning of this chapter reveals, these

officials are empowered to act as the “moral gatekeepers” of the nation (Fleischer

2011; Gutekunst 2018; Pellander 2015; Wray 2006).

In Chapter 4, building on the ideas developed in the previous chapter, I intro-

duce the concept of intimacy as my theoretical device and explain why I consider

it the most appropriate for my work. After a brief review of recent studies on inti-

macy (Boris and Parreñas 2010; Giddens 1992; Illouz 2012; Wilson 2012), I present

Viviana Zelizer’s definition of intimacy (2005) and explain why I have chosen it as

my working definition. I then discuss what I mean by ‘doing intimacy’ and explain

the advantages of applying a social-constructivist perspective to this topic. I con-

tinue by locating the concept of intersectionality within feminist scholarly produc-

tion and by explaining how intimacy, used as an analytical lens, can contribute to

an intersectional analysis of power relationships and the reproduction of inequal-

ities in the context of illegality. The last part of the chapter is dedicated to further

theoretical references (the concepts of intimate labour and emotional capital) upon
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which I build to develop my theoretically anchored reading of the results, which I

present in Chapter 8.

The methodological and epistemological premises of my work are discussed

in Chapter 5. I begin by briefly referring to the framework of feminist epistemol-

ogy (Haraway 1988; Lykke 2010; Stanley 2013) upon which my research is based

and continue by presenting the key feminist principles that guided my research:

situated knowledge(s), the co-production of knowledge, accountability and reflex-

ivity. I explain why I understand these principles not only as essential guidelines

in the production of knowledge, but also as fundamental elements in any good

research practice. Furthermore, I describe the process of data collection – how I

gained access to the field, the strategies I used to find participants, and the hurdles

that confronted me – and outline some of my interview partners’ most important

characteristics, and the key features of the material I collected. Finally, I present

the way I analysed the material, referring to the framework of narrative analysis

(e.g. Riessman 2008) within which I developed my interpretative procedure, and

describe the analytical steps I followed.

Chapter 6 is dedicated exclusively to issues of research ethics and closes the

circle of feminist epistemology, methodology and ethics in which this work is

rooted. After a brief outline of research ethics (von Unger 2014a), and of the

ethical premises that guided this project, I explore the ethical dimensions touched

upon in my research, from concrete issues like anonymisation, to fundamental

questions such as the ethical acceptability of studying illegality and the issue of

representation in research. In the last part of the chapter, I discuss some of the

dilemmas that confronted me before, during and after the fieldwork phase.

In Chapter 7 and 8 I introduce my research findings. Beginning with Chapter

7, I present detailed reconstructions of my participants’ experiences, in the form

of cases, organised around the most significant topics that emerged through the

interpretive process. Each section explores one particular aspect of the ways in

which intimacy and illegality can intertwine: the discrepancy between participants’

perceptions of significant intimate ties and the cold reality of family reunification

legislation (Ties that (don’t) matter), the participants’ inner negotiations and the

emotional costs they paid when confronting the choice of whether or not to resort

to marriage or motherhood in order to obtain legal status (Farewell to Romance),

the ambivalence and power issues intrinsic to intimate relationships in illegality

(The price of support), the link between, and mutual reinforcement of, intimacy, il-

legality and violence (Illegality and violence), and the ways in which illegality affects

existing intimate relationships (mothering, in particular) (Strained mothering). In

each section, using direct quotes from the interview material, I discuss one, two

or three empirical cases and bring them into dialogue with the relevant literature.

In Chapter 8, I abstract from the single cases presented in Chapter 7 and ex-

amine their underlying dynamics and overarching aspects. Reading the material
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from an intersectional perspective, I am particularly interested in exploring how

social inequalities are reproduced through and in intimacy. I identify the dimen-

sions that defined how the participants experienced, negotiated and reacted to the

entanglement between intimacy and illegality and the ways in which these dimen-

sions intersect. I then highlight how establishing, managing and making ‘the best

use’ of intimate relationships is vital for migrants living in illegality, and introduce

a new category of difference, which emerged during my analysis and which I call

‘intimate capital’. Having first defined it, I use examples frommy participants’ nar-

ratives to demonstrate that intimate capital is a crucial resource for migrants living

in illegality, whether deployed in everyday life or, more strategically, in order to im-

prove one’s prospects. Last, I highlight the interplay of intimate capital and other

categories of difference (such as age, class, family status etc.): Intimate capital in-

tersects with these categories to define how intimate relationships in illegality are

experienced and managed and, at the same time, is itself shaped by the ways in

which the categories intersect.

1.4 On terminology

Like many others who have studied the subject of illegality, I have not found it

easily to choose terminology with which I feel comfortable. A terminological note

is therefore appropriate. According to the World Health Organization’s definition,

my research participants are “people who have entered a host country without legal

authorisation and/or overstay authorised entry as, for example, visitors, tourists,

foreign students or temporary contract workers or rejected asylum seekers” (WHO

2003). While useful as a way of explaining to the reader exactly whom this work

involves, this definition does not provide me directly with an appropriate working

terminology: How can I ‘name’ my research participants accurately without repli-

cating discriminatory practices?

As I discuss at length in both the Methodological Chapter and the Chapter on

Research Ethics, ‘the power of naming’ is one of the most paradigmatic privileges

intrinsic to the researcher’s authority and interpretative predominance. I here refer

to the power to name – and therefore assign a specific category to – a research par-

ticipant. Dealing with this issue is a common dilemma for researchers, especially

those working with marginalised or stigmatised groups. The concept of illegality

is particularly sensitive: illegality must be recognised and criticised as a legal, po-

litical and social construct, but at the same time it is also a lived reality with very

real consequences for those experiencing it. I therefore do not entirely reject the

term, instead using it as a reminder of the hurdles experienced on a daily basis

by my participants. I approach the ‘dilemma of naming’ from a different angle.

When writing on the group with which my work deals, most researchers concern
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themselves with which adjective (illegal? undocumented? irregular?) seems most

appropriate and least discriminatory. As Eithne Luibhéid has underlined, “[these]

word choices are never neutral. Rather, they reflect specific histories and political

perspectives in a deeply polarized debate” (Luibhéid 2013: vii). Academic literature,

international organisations and NGOs mainly use the terms “irregular migrants”,

“unauthorised migrants”, or “semi-compliant/ non-compliant migrants”.12 “Illegal

immigrants” is commonly used in public and political debate – and sometimes by

the migrants themselves – but it has been rejected by most scholars because it sug-

gests a link to criminality and may lead to stigmatisation. In Germany, both on the

activist scene and in some academic work, the word “illegalised” (illegalisiert) has

been used. This choice is intended to emphasise that migrants are ‘made illegal’ by

migration laws and that the person themselves is not (and cannot be) illegal, but

rather their mode of entry, or stay, or work. Although I agree with this argument,

since the term “illegalised” is almost unknown in English speaking academia, I have

chosen not to use it.

Moreover, although some of these terminological choices are more respectful

and appropriate than others, they all share a basic problem. As Eithne Luibhéid has

observed, “when we conflate migrants with their status, we participate in and rein-

force the violence of the state while erasing critical questions about the power rela-

tions through which these statuses have emerged and acquiredmeaning” (Luibhéid

2013: 118). So, I approach this terminological dilemma from a different perspective,

as I explain in the Chapter on Research Ethics. Instead of selecting the ‘best’ ad-

jective to describe a participant, I attempted to decouple, in as far as was possible,

the individual from the illegal/undocumented marker, and to refer instead to the

situation she was experiencing (illegality/lack of legal status). I therefore define my

participants as ‘migrant women living in illegality’ or ‘migrant women without le-

gal status’, hoping, in this way, to underline the idea that illegality should always

be considered to be situational rather than a ‘state of being’.

The performative power of the researcher’s (written) word is not limited to the

‘power of naming’ the research participants, although this was probably the most

sensitive terminological dilemma I encountered. It also involves apparently less

important, but in fact fundamental, questions such as the linguistic conventions

applied in the written language. In this work, I use the full names of the schol-

ars to whom I refer, in order to emphasise the wide contribution made by female

academics. Furthermore, I have chosen to use feminine pronouns as my standard.

This choice not only better reflects both my, and the research participants’, gender

identities, but should be understood as a small, symbolic contribution to a feminist

epistemological project.

12 For some insight into different positions on thematter, see Düvell 2008; Huschke 2013; Koser

2005; Menjivar and Kanstroom 2013; Schrover et al. 2008.




